
 

School Leaders are currently in the process of revising roles and responsibilities to better enable oversight of 

the full curriculum, with a proposed Faculties framework that fits our reporting to parents against EHCPs 

and supports the new Ofsted framework 

 

Establishing 4 new faculties linked to the areas on Education Health Care Plans (EHCPs) 

 
The Work of the Faculty  

- Create/Revise Curriculum supporting document - (the Core Curriculum subjects have been written) 
- These do not need to be in as much depth as the Core Curriculum 
- Use published documents - National Curriculum Look at 7.1 for all the individual subjects e.g.  

Music Music Programme of study and adapt for our school community - These do not need to 
be longer that 2 sides of A4 and only need adapting slightly for our cohorts under the National 
curriculum. 

- PSHE, Geography and Science may need a bit more depth. However SLT will support these if 
needed. 

- Please use the internet to look for good examples as a guide (nothing is new - Magpie 
everything!) 

- Write Summary reports to be shared with all stakeholders (these only have to be 1 page maximum and 
no more than 2 or 3 times a year and created collaboratively. 

- Monitor and support the teaching of the subjects within your faculty 
- Monitor and Analyse progress and attainment of the subjects in your faculty 
- Speak to Inspectors as a group/individually if needed through a deep dive if that lies within your 
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faculty 
- Phonics/Reading and Maths will always be a deep dive so this faculty will need to be prepared 

when Ofsted comes 
 
 
Faculty Lead/Chair 
Chair the meeting 
Co-ordinate and delegate collaborative work 
 
Faculty Members 
Work together as a team 
No one person is fully responsible for any subject 
Members can offer to take a lead on faculty work 
Collaboratively work on all aspects of the Faculty work. 
Create reports for stakeholders 
Link with governors for their faculty 
Look for opportunities to develop the subjects further and linking to the community 
 
Organisation 
Each Faculty has been organised with a mix of primary and secondary staff to ensure that a broad view is 
created. 
Time will regularly be given to Faculties during PDMs and or possibly on Tuesdays when HLTA’s can attend. 
We can always help to arrange observations and monitoring across the school for each faculty but this will be 
led by you all. 
Some negotiation and discussion needs to happen this year to create an annual schedule of work for all 
faculties. 
 
 
Initial focus of each Faculty will be to work together to create a clear picture of the curriculum subjects for 
JWS. 
 
Initial subjects have been suggested to get us all going. 
 


